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About Passive Income
 

Passive income can be commonly de�ined as those of your earnings
where you aren’t passively involved. It implies that you don’t need to
put in plenty of effort for the cash �low to continue. This is perhaps why
the idea of earning income passively has always been appealing. Most
times, if you want to make more income, or maybe you happen be a
student who wants to make money, the thing that comes to the mind at
�irst is how to get a job that you will do on a part – time basis.
 

The list below is a few suggestions about ideas that can lead to passive
income. You should be able to �ind out about 2 – 3 that you can get
involved in.
 

 



Lending Club Investment
 

When you want to talk about earning passive income, there is hardly
anyone that comes so close to earning interest on your investments
over a given period of time. A typical example of this are bank
certi�icates for deposits and treasury bills. There is a problem though
which is the fact that most of these instruments if not all, do produce
returns that are paltry – Mostly not up to one percent (1%). This makes
them a very dif�icult medium of investment that one can retire on.
 

This is why lending club is perfect for investment. This is a lending
system which is web – based whereby loans are given to people. These
loans are usually provided by those investors who are in search of
interests that are high. Through lending clubs, investors can earn up to
10% on yearly as interest rates. This is usually about 10 times higher or
more than what would have been earned on a conventional investment.
 

It is vital you understand you know that such high interests usually
have costs attached to them. Compared to investments in banks, club
loans may go bad thereby exposing you to the risk of having your
principal lost. There are actually ways that such potential losses can be
minimized though. In one of my discussions with the adviser of a
lending club, an initial deposit was recommended for a start which was
about $2500. The trick here is taking up one loan of about $25 and then
trying to spread it out up to about 100 times. This reduces the risk of
losing everything should something go wrong.
 

 



Investment In Real Estate With Fundrise
 

In case you want to take part in real estate investment but don’t
actually plan getting hands – on with it, Fundrise can be taken into
consideration.
 

Fundrise happens to be REIT which actually is an acronym for Real
Estate Investment Trust.Similar to what you have in other platforms
which serve as investment trusts, they are money that professionals are
managing. Fundrise has a major advantage which is the fact that $500
can be used to invest. While other investments in real estate requires
that you have got plenty of money, Fundrise makes it easy that even
those low income earners can get into such an investment with their
Christmas bonus.
 

Although Fundrise doesn’t have any insight about the future and how
investments will be performing over the course of time, their returns
have always been great in the past. In the space of four months in the
year 2017, 9.65% – 10.88% has been posted as returns. Compared to
other investments, these tend to be higher. There are various types of
accounts which someone can choose from.
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